ACRL Officer Report

Position: Vice-president

Name: Ann Campion Riley


Date submitted: January 21, 2015

Strategic priority activities

- Participated in ACRL “presidents” conference calls when possible
- Participated in ACRL Board call on the proposed Framework for IL

Ambassador activities

- Presented on ACRL Value of Academic Libraries reports and activities to the Missouri, Mississippi and Colorado ACRL chapters, on Oct. 9, 15 and 16 respectively; presented on leadership to the Oklahoma chapter Nov. 6-7

Association service

- Participated in planning meeting on data management to map out ACRL involvement
- Attended training on ALA appointment process
- Send suggestions on appointments to ALA committees to Sari Feldman, ALA President-elect
- Became ACRL liaison to DataFour IMLS grant project; participated in calls

Press coverage

- Quoted in Library Journal on Swets bankruptcy
- Interviewed by the Chronicle of Higher Ed on Swets bankruptcy

Upcoming scheduled activities

- Presentation to North Dakota ACRL in April
- Invited as keynote speaker to Kansas City, MO conference on information literacy
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